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1) Arias Yanas.  (Elfsea) 
Name accepted by Kingdom IloI 2006-05.  Resubmitted Device.  

 
Argent, a wolf rampant between three escallops and a bordure gules.  
 
Submission History: Argent, within a bordure gules, a wolf rampant 
surrounded by three escallops gules. Returned at Kingdom ICC 2006-08 (AG 
2006-09) for a redraw of the bordure. It needs to be at least twice as thick as it is 
currently.  
 
Note from Asterisk: I changed the blazon from what was on the form to read 
properly as was decided upon in the August ICC. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2) Ceallac O’ Bruadair.  (Loch Ruadh) 

New Name. 
Major Changes:  Yes  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Male 
Change for:  Not specified 
Authenticity:  Not Specified 
Documentation Provided:  <Ceallac> pg 175, Irish Names and Surnames, Wolfe 
<O’ Braudair> pg 446, Irish Names and Surnames, Wolfe 
 
3) Conor the Hunter.  (Steppes) 

  Resubmitted Device. 
 
Or, in bend sinister, a mullet of five greater and five lesser points vert and a stag 
spinging sable, a bordure gules. 
 
Submission History: Or, in bend sinister,a mullet of five greater and five lesser 
points vert and a stag springing sable.   Returned at Kingdom ICC 2005-08 (AG 
2005-09)  Return for conflict with Rodema de Rohan, “Or, a compass-star vert.” 
There is no CD between a compass star and a mullet of five greater and five 
lesser points. There is a CD for adding the stag, but as the mullet is clearly co-
primary, and there is no SCA default for arrangement of two charges on a field, 
this is a conflict. It should be noted that the stag’s neck is in an implausible 
position given the blazon. Should this stag be used again, care should be given to 
the neck posture. 
 
 

4) Fadl bint Asad.  (Skorragardr) 
  Resubmitted Device. 

 
Argent, an elephant rampant purpure 
 
Submission History:  Argent, an elephant rampant purpure. Returned for 
redraw at Kingdom in ICC 2006-07 (AG 2006-08). The elephant is shown in a 
reasonable rampant posture, except only two legs are visible; all four legs need to 
be seen. Furthermore, the line drawings were solid black, not done as line 
drawings, and the colored forms were done by a poor inkjet printer. The purple 
isn’t very purple, the internal detailing is extremely faint and hard to see, and the 
entire thing is banded like a draft mode printout. An entirely new drawing, 
colored with color markers not by a printer, is required. 
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5) Goisuintha cognomento Gonza.  (Bjornsborg) 
New Name. 

Major Changes:  No  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Female 
Change for:  Not specified 
Authenticity:  Not specified 
Documentation Provided:  All three name elements and name formation are taken from Academy of St. Gabriel 
report 1928. URL: http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1928.txt
Goisuintha – 6th c. Latinized feminine Gothic given name. 
Cognomento – Latin for “nicknamed”. 
Gonza – feminine Gothic naickname dated to 887 A.D. 
“In almost all records, Goths are identified by single given names alone, without any surname [2].  That would 
probably be the most typical way for a woman of that culture to identify herself, especially before the Muslim 
invasion.  After 900 or so, some women were identified in formal records as “wife of” or daughter of” a man…We 
also found some examples of Gothic Bynames recorded in contemporary Latin records.  A typical example in a 
woman’s name is <Isilo cognomento Sesila>, recorded in Iberia in 803 [3].  This name means “Isilo nicknamed 
Sesila”…”  Pertinent Academy report pages are attached. 
Academy sources: 
[2] Woolf, Henry Bosley, The Old Germanic Principles of Name-Giving(Baltimore: John Hopkins Press. 1939) ch. 
14 
[3] Piel, Joseph M., and Krener, Dieter, )Hispano-gotisches Namenbuch(Heidelberg: Carl Winter 
Universita:tsverlag, 1976) 
 
6) Issobell Robertsoun.  (Bjornsborg) 

New Name. New Device. 
 
Vert, three pairs of barnacles inverted argent. 
 
Major Changes:  Yes  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Female 
Change for:  Not Specified 
Authenticity:  Not Specified 
Documentation Provided:  The source for the given name and surname is 
“Early 16th Century Scottish Lowland Names” by Sharon L. Krossa 
URL: http://www.medievalscotland.org/scotnames/lowland16/
The names in the article were taken from entries in the Aberdeen Council 
Register dating from 1500 to 1550. Aberdeen was one of the four largest burgs in 
Scotland. The language of the Scottish lowland, including towns and royal court 
was Scots which was closely related to contemporary English. 
Issobell – a Scots feminine given name dated to 1543. 
Robertsoun – Scots surname dated to 1533 and 1548. 

 
7) Katerine Bontemps.  (Bjornsborg) 

New Name. New Device. 
 

Gules, in bend two crosses Moline disjointed Or. 
 
Major Changes:  Yes  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Not Specified 
Change for:  Not Specified 
Authenticity:  Not Specified 
Documentation Provided:  Katerine is a common French spelling of Katherine 
Found in “An index to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of Paris” by Colm 
Dubh, appearing in the 1996 KWHS Proceedings (no copies needed). 
Bontemps appears as a surname on a Paris tax roll dated 1421; see attached 
copies from “French Names from Paris, 1421, 1423 and 1438” by Aryanhwy 
merch Catmael 
http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/paris1423.html 
 

http://www.panix.com/%7Egabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1928.txt
http://www.medievalscotland.org/scotnames/lowland16/
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8) Lucia Piazza.  (Bjornsborg) 
Resubmitted Name   

 
Submission History: Name previously submitted as Lucia Piazatta and returned at Kingdom returned ICC 2006-8 
(AG 2006-09). Return for lack of documentation of the surname. 1640 is within the “grey period”, but a birth record 
that late is probably not good enough for Laurel. 
 
Major Changes:  No  Minor Changes:  No  Gender:  Female 
Change for:  Not Specified 
Authenticity:  Not Specified 
Documentation Provided:  <Lucia> - Feminine name De Felice, Emidio, Nomi. S.n. Lucia, “…Le motivivazioni 
della grande diffusione sono alemeno due. La prima, anche in ordine in tempo, è il culto de varie santi, e in 
particolare di Santa Lucia martire a Siracusa nel 303, patrona di Siracusa e di Carlentini SR dove il nome ha un’alta 
frequenza relativa, protettrice degli ochi e della vista: una santi di tradizione greca, di nome quindi Greco ossia 
Lukia, fatto che puó, spiegare, ma solo in parte, I’accentazione Lucia dell’italiano (in Italia esist qualche Lúia, ma 
come moderna ricreazione sul machile, Lúcio.” This is not a word for word translation. There are at least two 
reasons for the wide-spread use of Lucia. The first, also in order in time, is the cult of several saints, and in 
particular of Saint Lucia, matyred in Diracusa in 303, patron saint od Siracusa and Carlentini SR where the name Is 
related to protection of the eyes and the sight; one saint of Greek tradition, of a Greek name therefore, that is Lukia, 
a fact that can partly explain the accentuation of the Italian Lucia, but the modern recreation on the male, Lúcio. The 
second reason is for the popularity of Donizetti’s operatic heroine Lucia di Lammermoor of 1819. 
<Piazza> - Italian surname found De Felice Cognomi, s.n. Piazza, p. 194. Diffuso e frequente in tutta I’Italia nella 
forma base Piazza, è proprio del Trentino per Piàz: Piazzini e Piazzini sono prevalentemente toscani, Piazzese 
predomina in Sicilia. È formato dai toponimi Piàzza e Piàz (e Piazzòla e Piazzòlla), communi varie determinazioni 
in tutta l’Italia, e dall’ernico Piazza, Piàz and the form Piàz is the form in Timetino: Paiazzini and Piazzesi aew 
mostly from Tuscany Piazzase predominations in Sicily. 
Piazza surname is also found in Dizionario Storico – Blascnico delle Famiglie Nobilo e Notaboli Italiane Estinte e 
Florenti. 3 vols. Compililato – G.B. di Crollalanza (1886). Amaldo Forni Editore. No ISBN. Reprint. [This book 
lists the surname followed by the location of the family which is not part of the name] “Dictionary oth the History 
and Blazons of Noble and Notable Itilaina Families Extinct and Flourishing”. S.n. Piazza [di Parma], p. 328, Le 
prima memore di questa nobile famiglia, originaria della Germania, rimontano al X secolo. – Un Cristoforo Piazza, 
generale dei Lombardi, militando in Sicilia contro I Saraceni, ottenne la stola rossa che usavasi conferire ai prodi 
Sicillani. – Estinta nella casa Lalatta verso la fine del XVII secolo.  Translation: the first memories of this noble 
family, originally from Germnay goes back to X century. – a Cristoforo Piazza, general of the Lombards, supporting 
Sicily against the Saracens, [ then something about a red stole being obtained???] – The family line ended in the 
Lalatta house towards the end of the XVIII the century. 
 
9) Rosmerryn Carew de Courcelles.  (Elfsea) 

Resubmitted Name.  Resubmitted Device. 
 

Gules, a man’s heart and in chief three mullets Or. 
 
Submission History: Name previusly submiited as Rosmerryn Carew de 
Coutcelles and was returned at Kingdom in ICC 2006-09 (AG 9-06) for lack of 
documentation of the given name’s spelling as name used by actual humans. 
Device was returned at Kingdom in ICC 2006-09 (AG 9-06)  for lack of a name 
and needed to be redrawn to make the heart significantly larger. 
 
Major Changes:  No  Minor Changes:  No  Gender:  Not Specified 
Change for:  Not Specified 
Authenticity:  Not Specified 
Documentation Provided:  <Rosemerryn> - is a constructed name under R.F.S. 
2.2. <ros> - translates into “Rose” and the word is documented as having been in 
use sice 1150. http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-
idx?size=First+100&type=headword&q1=ros&rgxp=constrained

http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?size=First+100&type=headword&q1=ros&rgxp=constrained
http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?size=First+100&type=headword&q1=ros&rgxp=constrained
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<Merryn> - from St. Merryn. This name seems to be mixed up with multiple saints, all of them having lived prior to 
900 A.D., but one of the spelling variations of the name used is specifically <Merryn>. 
http:www.catholic.org/printer_friendly.php?id=764&section=Saints+%26+Angels 
<Carew> - is documented s being in England in the 11th century (specifically 1087 AD) – Anthony J. Camp, My 
Ancestors Came with the Conqueror, pg. 38, 1994. 
<de Courcelles> - is documented as being in England in the 11th century (specifically 1087 AD) – Anthony J. 
Camp, My Ancestors Came with the Conqueror, pg. 42, 1994. 
 


